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EAA CHAPTER 1503 INAUGURAL MEETING
Jack Onderstall has been a driving force to establish an EAA Chapter in Bloemfontein. I was invited to attend the
inaugural meeting of Chapter 1503. I felt it would be a great start for the Chapter to be graced with some of the
long-time members of the EAA of SA Council and to show support for Jack’s initiative. A few phone calls and the
‘manne’ eagerly joined in. Four members’ aircraft flew to Tempe from Gauteng on Wednesday afternoon 22 June
with 9 EAAers on board. They were EAA National President, Paul Lastrucci and brother Peter representing EAA of
SAA Technical, Jeff Earle Chairman of the Aeroclub of South Africa, National Safety Officer Walter Doubell,
Auditorium Convener Jeremy Woods, Chapter 322 Vice Chairman Mike Brown, regular Chapter 973 member
Dieter Bock, Dale de Klerk from Chapter 322 and I.
The meeting was held in the pub of the Bloemfontein Flying Club. About 25-30 interested folk attended. Jeff gave
a run down on the purpose of the Aeroclub. Paul gave background to the Section 24 issue and progress in this
important issue and I expounded my ideas on suggested paperless meeting procedures and methods used in
Chapter 322 to make meetings successful and interesting. We stressed the importance of purpose, appropriate
entertainment and the basic necessities of proper meeting procedure, record keeping, communications and
financial propriety, support for projects and fly-ins/fly-aways and of course FUN. Jack decided that an operating
committee for Chapter 1503 would be elected at a later date after those present are able to digest the
information we presented.
We look forward to feedback on the progress of our youngest Chapter and hopeful healthy growth. It would be
most gratifying if all EAA Chapters in SA gave regular feedback on their state of health and what they do to
ensure growth incorporating the principles and procedures as explained to Chapter 1503. In my view, it is an
honour to chair an EAA Chapter and thereby a duty to ensure the Chapter’s good health and growth. In the same
vein, the aviation community should be encouraged at every turn to become part of our wonderful movement.

L to R: Karl Jensen, Jeff Earle, Dale de Klerk, Jack Onderstall,
Jeremy Woods, Dieter Bock, Peter & Paul Lastrucci, Mike Brown
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WHERE’S WOLDOW - OUR EAA OF SA MEMBER IN THE USA - Ric Woldow
June has certainly been the month for me to earn my moniker. Three continents this month
for work. Three weekends were lost due to international travel (Germany and China), but
fortunately my family is very understanding, so the balance of my “non-working” hours
could be spent at the airport. On the maintenance side, the Travelair is back up and
running with all glitches fixed. Overhaul of the alternators and calibration of the
regulators has everything working as designed. I also completed the annual inspection
of the Lake Amphibian and Waco, with fortunately nothing required above normal maintenance. Finally, we
have repaired a tractor and purchased a mower and are meticulously maintaining the sod runway parallel to
the pavement at our home airfield. It is very nice to have the tires tickling the grass rather than squealing along
the pavement. We have been fortunate with good weather, so between maintenance activities, I have been
able to fly a variety of aircraft and attend a fly-in as well. Even a small grass airfield, with no show attracted
over 100 aircraft for breakfast and camaraderie. While I loved living in South Africa, I must admit that I do enjoy
the aviation activities open to me during the summer in the US.
Speaking of those opportunities, as we head into July, we are making plans for Oshkosh. I expect to have both
the Lake Amphibian (N2040L) and Harvard (N42JM) there and accessible, so if you can find the tallest person
on the field, or one of those two aircraft and leave contact details, we’ll go for a flip. Please keep in touch and if
we can make prior arrangements, so much the better.
Take care and keep ‘em flying. Ric [What a fabulous offer for you lucky folk doing Oshkosh this month - KJ]

THE FIRST FLIGHT OF MY SONEX - by Koen Plantinga
The project started off in 2004 when I decided to build a 2seater in under a 1000 hours as I did not want to spend years
building, well that was one criteria the went slightly skew.
The claim from Sonex of a thousand hours of construction time
was just what I was looking for and I calculated that I should be
able to do that comfortably in 12 to 16 months. Yeah well,
some problems came up out of the blue and destroyed those
plans. I found out that I needed a build number from CAA , no
problem, off to CAA to find out what they required. That trip was
the beginning of two and a half years of pure frustration and going
Rob Heard and Koen Plantinga
there on a weekly basis, hundreds of phone calls and emails locally
and to the USA. On many occasions I was on the point of writing off the money I had spent. But the thought
that kept me going was that they were not going to beat me and that I was not the only one with this problem
every home builder had suddenly hit this brick wall. Then there were the curved balls that life throws at us all,
that can play havoc with all of our plans and aspirations. The statement by Sonex that the plane can be built in
1000 hours is very realistic, as I spent 1285 hours which includes painting and the fitting of approved
modifications that came after I had already done the installations of the original parts, which in some cases
required remanufacturing of parts and a considerable amount of time to install. The next requirement was my
budget of R150K which went out of the window because of changes to my wish list as I progressed through the
various stages of construction. Optional modifications which Sonex released were usually way after I had
already assembled the relevant parts resulting in wasted time materials and money. I had also not taken into
consideration a wastage factor for scrapped parts. Hell, I don’t make mistakes! By the time I had completed the
aircraft I had enough scrap material to be well on the way to building another plane. The one change that
transferred my bank account to somebody else’s and gave the bank manager and other people grey hairs was
the decision to install a Jabiru 3300 instead of the Aerovee, thanks to Peter Lastrucci’s very convincing
arguments - I have to admit with hindsight that he was correct and the indications are that I have ended up
with a far better performing plane. This happened after I had already made and installed the engine mount for
the Aerovee. Oh well, more scrap metal! Items that can have a profound effect on the budget are all those
fantastic goodies called instruments and the less said here the better. The culmination of six years and eight
months of planning and building my Sonex started on the Tuesday before the first flight when I contacted Rob
Heard to tell him that the test flight on Saturday. Arrangements were made for Friday afternoon for Rob to
inspect the plane for the test flight on Saturday but he was not sure of the exact time he would be available…
Continued Page 3
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The next few days every spare moment was spent checking and rechecking everything I could think of to make
sure that nothing had been overlooked or missed in spite of the fact that the final inspection was carried out
by Peter Lastrucci. He was the A/P and had inspected everything I did from inception - thanks for being so
committed, Pete!
Finally, thanks to the help and support of family and friends. The greatest event of the project happened on 4
June 2010, the flight test of ZU-FCO. It was a perfect Saturday morning for the event which was scheduled for
10h30. Plans for the day, however, did not work out. Rob was delayed for four hours. Peter Lastrucci had
decided to come by car and had got stuck in traffic and decided to go back to Krugersdorp and fly out to
Brakpan Benoni and even then, after all the effort, he had to go back home before the test flight as he had
prior commitments.
Due to all the delays, Ivan Davey came to do maintenance on his RV 8 and offered to fly his plane as a chase
plane for some aerial photos. I nominated Hannes Foster who had come all the way from Potchefstroom to
take the photos. When Rob arrived, his plan was to do a high speed taxi run and if he was satisfied he would
return to the holding point of runway 18 and proceed with the test flight. We watched from the intersection of
the first taxiway as ZU-FCO lined up on 18 and through the camera view finder I saw the speed increase and all
of a sudden I could not see the plane but I could still hear the engine then I realized that the sound was coming
from overhead. The plane had decided that it had taken far too long to get to this stage and had taken full
advantage of the opportunity to do what it was designed to do, fly. Everyone was caught by surprise and I had
lost the opportunity to film the moment that the aircraft left the ground on its maiden flight. What a sense of
pride to see the plane that took so much time, effort and help from so many people, actually flying. Rob did a
few circuits and once we had established that he was going to continue flying, Ivan Davey and Hannes took off
in the chase plane. The time from engine start up to shut down was 48 minutes. The takeoff run was very
short - we couldn’t establish the length as no one saw when it left mother earth. Cylinder head and exhaust
gas temperatures all remained within limits. There were no problems with the stall but I forgot to ask Rob the
speed at which the plane stalled.
Fuel used: 15 litres of avgas.
Speeds and rates of climb will be
established when I have settled down.
Apparently Rob had a problem holding
the speed under 137 mph which is the
maximum normal operating limit. To
anyone thinking of or already busy
building, at that moment everything
that you have endured pales into
insignificance and the feeling is
indescribable!

NEVER FORGET – THE ONLY THING THAT’S HARD ABOUT FLYING IS THE GROUND!!!

Oshkosh - Just wanted to let you know that we have a few RV Campers still available for Airventure Oshkosh.
Daniel Push dpush@ruralins.com

Importing something from the USA? Should you be considering importing an aircraft from the USA and particularly
from the east side (Charleston), I have a 20 foot container that will depart USA around the second week in July.
Paul Quick paulq@global.co.za

Please email your classifieds as well as news, views, projects and any interesting articles,
together with pics karlpix@icon.co.za or editor@afskies.co.za
not later than the 26th of every month.
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EAA OF SA ANNUAL CONVENTION AND FLY-IN - by James Wardle
Chairman, Chapter 1262 East London
Convention date (6 to 9 August) is drawing nearer and you need to
book your accommodation soonest.
For those who would like to use the shuttle service we intend
providing at a token cost, the following places have offered specials to
EAA delegates.
When booking please quote you are an EAA member booking for the
convention.
5) BOARDWALK B&B
1) THE WHITE HOUSE B&B
www.thewhitehousebandb.co.za
Tel: 072 140 4898
R500 single, R600 double, B&B
4) THE SANDPIPER
sandpiperlm@telkomsa.net
www.thesandpiper.co.za
Tel: 043 740 5833
R300 single, R400 double, 4 in 2bedroom unit R600

2) BLUE WATERS HOTEL
www.bluewatershotel.net
Tel: 043 740 2019/5532
R500 single, R600 double, B&B

boardwalk@lantic.net
Tel: 043 740 2290
R500 double B&B, R400 double no breakfast,
self- catering unit R400
3) PORKY’S B&B
porkysb.b@tiscali.co.za
Tel;: 084 625 2495
R400 single, R600 double, B&B
Self-catering unit R800

The above are all on our proposed shuttle bus route in Gonubie, however if you have your own transport and
wish to book elsewhere it’s up to you. We will post the details of a car hire company soon, with good rates for
those who wish to hire a car and have it delivered to Wings Park. Please check the rates with the establishment
concerned when booking. If you are unable to get suitable accommodation from the above places, then
contact me with your specific requirements and I will see if they can be met. Remember, we need helpers, so
please volunteer your services if you can.
Best regards, James Wardle – jgmj@absamail.co.za

AIR RACING A HAWKER HUNTER - by Ron Wheeldon
When first someone suggested I enter the 2 seat Hunter
T68 in the 2009 Ultimate Challenge Air Race, I thought it
would be completely inappropriate, simply because the
Hunter is about the fastest civil registered aircraft on the
Reef and it felt like cheating. However, it was then
explained that the organisers were actually looking for
some jets to enter and people would not be upset if I did.
They also mentioned that a Boeing 737 would be taking
part, as well as various business jets, the Impala and a
bunch of L-29 and L-39 aircraft. I thought the 737 or a Learjet would have quite good prospects of beating the
Hunter, so that laid to rest my concerns. Actually being ready to fly on the day seemed a bit of a high wall to
climb, because the race was only a few weeks away when entry was suggested and I had not managed to get
the aircraft’s authority to fly renewed since April that year, despite some fairly strenuous efforts. There was
also the small matter of not being slaughtered by my wife for going off flying when I was due to be driving the
family down to Durban!
An enthusiastic team has gathered at Lanseria to help with the Hunter though, led by the ebullient Andrew
Gratton, and with help from Tom Willows, Johan ‘Rosie’ Rosenstrauch (late of Thunder City) and Andre
Swanepoel at CAA, we managed to get everything sorted out in time (but only just). We started the beast the
Saturday before the race and drove it around on the ground at Lanseria to check that everything was 100%,
and it worked perfectly, except for a static hydraulic fluid leak on one of the brake callipers. This is a common
problem with a Hunter that has not flown for a while and is not a major issue although I don’t like to have such
a leak and prefer to have it fixed. The problem is that the airframe jacking pads had gone astray in the move
from Thunder City to Lanseria, and without them one cannot interfere with the hydraulics. A set was sourced in
Australia and was on its way by airmail, but it looked like the leak had to be tolerated for the race. Then, on
Friday, I got a call from the hangar to report a puddle of hydraulic fluid and a drip from a joint on the
undercarriage. That is a ‘no go’ item. Fortunately, the jack pads arrived that very…
continued on Page 5
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morning and Rosie agreed to fly up from Cape Town to see if the new leak could be fixed. New seals were
sourced from Placo and the team and I had the aircraft jacked up by the time he stepped off the Kulula flight at
Lanseria at 2150 Friday evening. By 01h30 on the day of the race, the parts had been stripped and most of the
reassembly done, but one seal was wrong, so we were stuck. I had another kit, which might have the right seal
in it, but it was locked away at Baragwanath. Sleep was now imperative, so we called it a night. The next issue
was how much fuel it would take to do the course. I have no sponsorship of any sort, jet fuel is no longer cheap,
and being parked at Lanseria had already caused substantial wallet pain, since they charge by weight, not seats
and income potential, and all appeals to moderate the charges a bit had fallen on deaf ears - many of those in
the business of aviation are not much interested in the enthusiasts keeping old fighters flying and would in fact
prefer if they did not. All of my distance flying in Hunters over the last fifteen years has been done at the most
economical cruise power setting (6 900 rpm), and the manuals are quite unhelpful about consumption when the
taps are open beyond ‘economical’ (somehow that word does not seem right in this context!).
If being flown as an interceptor, but loaded down with 4 drop tanks, the pilot’s notes tell one that it will take 4.5
minutes at full power at 0.82M to climb to 20 000 feet and the aircraft will consume 751 lbs of fuel and cover 24
nm accomplishing this. The range at that speed and height is then 779 nm to top of descent. At economical
cruise at 20 000 feet, with 4 tanks, it will burn 45 lbs/minute, or 40.1 lbs/minute with just two drop tanks.
At 10 000 feet, with 4 tanks, it’s 51 lbs/minute; at sea level, 61 lbs/minute. Not all that helpful when I must stop
climbing at FL195 having first positioned to Rustenburg from Lanseria at low level for the flying start. Maximum
continuous power in the Rolls-Royce Avon 207 engine is obtained at 7 600 rpm and the handbook tells me that
7 600 rpm at 20 000 feet will consume 6 280 lbs of fuel an hour (so it would get very quiet before we completed
the course!), while 7 000 rpm will keep it down to a mere 4 210 lbs. If we could go to 40 000 ft those figures
would drop to 2 990 and 2 230 respectively, but not being instrument rated I can’t, so it’s no use dreaming! No
figures are provided for intermediate settings, so I planned to use 7 000 rpm and see what speed that
generated. If I estimated the fuel consumption correctly, the drop tanks would empty with Rustenburg in sight
on the return leg. With outboard drop tanks, the Hunter is Mach limited to M 0.88, so I planned to remove the
outboard drops and rely on the lower drag and lack of Mach limit in that configuration.
I expected that the 737 would be able to run the whole race at maximum continuous power, since it carries
enough fuel to do that, and, as it no doubt also normally flies at the most economical settings, the speed that
power would generate would also come as a surprise to them and no doubt me. The next little problem is that I
had planned to carry 5 480 lbs of fuel at take-off (full internal fuel + full inboard drop tanks) but ultimately I ran
out of time so left the outboard drop tanks on and took an extra 800 lbs of fuel for a larger safety margin at the
end of the race.
A partial solution to the wallet pain was to look for a navigator who would share expenses and Robin SpencerScarr sent out a circular looking for volunteers, and there was a sudden rush which left me wishing I’d auctioned
the seat! Gary Hughes was the quickest to respond and duly arrived at Lanseria with his GPS 296 all duly
programmed. Great, except we did not get time to do a preliminary flight to settle down with each other and
the radio and intercom, having tested perfectly that very morning, decided to act up after start - causing long
minutes of delay - and we were still trying to get used to each other when we arrived over Rustenburg for the
start, which led to some confusion about which direction to head off in, which can’t have filled Gary with
confidence! Things started coming together after that and very soon we were at FL 195 and on track at 0.8M,
and I found that 7200 rpm yielded 0.85M which seemed like a good idea at the time. Rounding Bloemhof, we
had another spate of communications problems, which made things interesting as no-one seemed to be able to
hear us although we could hear them perfectly well, and then, suddenly, they could hear us again and we
settled down on our new course to notice that the drop tanks were now empty. This was not comforting as the
plan was for the drops to empty only nearly at Rustenburg (as they are not gauged, they either have fuel in
them, or don’t) so we now had only internal fuel for the last leg and recovery to Lanseria. This dictated an
immediate power reduction to maximum range
cruise, using the descent to keep the speed up
as much as possible, until Rustenburg was in
sight, when we spent some more fuel to
accelerate again for a good finish, leaving 2 400
lbs for the recovery.
Back on the ground, we were mildly surprised
to learn that we had won the race, with the 737
coming in second… continued on Page 6
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continued from Page 5
All in all, it had been a great experience. We had planned to get a lift over to
Rustenburg to join the festivities, but, by the time we had landed and put the Hunter to bed, we had missed out.
After bothering numerous radio people over the years to try and finally fix the comms problems, even grounding
the aircraft for six months in 2010 to allow avionics people a long undisturbed time to work on the wiring, the
problem was eventually solved by Jorgen Nielsen. It had been due to differing impedances in the helmets I was
using, some were ex-Swiss and some ex-RAF. The intercom system was compensating for the mismatch, so the
checks would all be fine, but would then be overwhelmed in flight. And then improve again, and then quit
working altogether - and then improve. I had been convinced it was poor connections on the plugs, fitted brand
new ones, and then still had the same problem. The frustration level was immense. With this source finally
traced, it is quite strange to have good communications all the time! The second UCAR race was much easier
with the experience from the first, but it would be great to race from an airfield where we can actually land so
that the pre-start and post finish uncertainties can be dispensed with. The second race yielded a world record
and a better speed (although I horsed that up by following the full course rather than the straight out and back
ideal for the record). It was a great event to participate in and maybe next year we’ll have a Sabre, a Buccaneer
or a Mirage (or all three) to race against, which should make for a battle for first.

DAVID ST HELLIER BECKER - Born 12 July 1940 - Passed away 17 June 2011
Dave Becker has departed no doubt to a vast aviation museum in the sky. Dave was a very
well liked aviation aficionado who was probably the greatest aviation historian in South
Africa. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to find a person who might assimilate the
incredible knowledge of as many aircraft as Dave had a comprehensive knowledge of their
entire histories, colour schemes, owners, accidents and whereabouts. Dave was a very
approachable and friendly person who was willing to share his encyclopaedic knowledge
with all who cared to ask. His collection of aviation books, models, brochures and the very
many thousands of pictures and photographs and the comprehensive notes he made at
most aviation events in South Africa and at many airfields overseas, will hopefully be
preserved for us mortals who stay behind and for generations to come. Dave was an EAA
Chapter 322 member and a past EAA of SA National Chairman. Dave is survived by his wife
Thea. On behalf of EAA, I attended Dave’s funeral and extended our condolences to Thea
and her family. You will not be forgotten, Dave. R.I.P. - Karl

MICHAEL PETER MITCHELL - Mickey Mitchell was born on 17 December 1938, the anniversary of the
Wright Brothers first flight and the 3rd anniversary of the DC-3 first flight. Mickey made a major contribution to
airline flying in with the introduction of scientific all-weather operations in SAA. Together with Lin Barratt and
Francois Malan, he was the catalyst for SAA becoming one of the world’s first airlines to be able to operate to
Cat IIIB standards - virtual blind landings. Mickey was a forthright character whose grandfather was a close
friend of Baden Powell. Mickey’s father Willie was a technician in SAA and this led to Mickey learning to fly. He
flew Austers in the army and qualified as a pilot in the SAAF in 1957. He joined SAA in 1963 where he rose to
become the Director, Flight Operations during the
Helderberg era. On retirement from SAA, Mickey
became DFO at Air Mauritius. He started a company,
Global Aviation, consulting and auditing many major
airlines such as Air Seychelles, Syria, Kenya, Ethiopian,
Jet Airways, Air India, Mango, 1time as well as 50 or
so other concerns.
Mickey sadly passed away from a cardiac infarction
whilst being admitted to the Linksfield Clinic on 17 June
2011. He leaves his wife Rethea and sons Laurie and Adrian.
Laurie who is now a training captain on B777s
at Emirates did his first flight as second officer on the
B747-400 with me. I had great respect for Mickey’s
principled devotion to SAA. Mickey was the last
Aviation Legend I interviewed at the EAA Auditorium
at Rand Airport. R.I.P. my friend -Karl
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NEWS FROM EAA CHAPTER 1502 EAST COAST - by Craig Ralphs, Chairman
With Airmanship being the EAA East Coast Chapter 1502’s theme for 2011 and after the committee’s review of
the successful Richmond Breakfast on Sunday 5 June 2011.
Points to Ponder: After chatting to an aviation insurance underwriter on some general claims issues, their take
was that they’d investigate whether the PIC was prudent in his/her approach to flying with regard to the
particular instance under investigation, before being prepared to honour any claim, or not. On that note we
share the following thoughts. We noted several aircraft joined directly on a downwind for the runway that was
being used by other arriving aircraft. While this is an ‘accepted’ practice, it is not the standard joining and
landing procedure for an unmanned airfield. Remember: Any advice received regarding an airfield, after all, is
only worth what you paid for it. When there is an accident/incident, the obligation to prove compliance always
rests entirely with the PIC. It is his/her ultimate responsibility, as the PIC, to ensure that they’ve been prudent in
all aspects by, inter alia, ensuring that the correct procedures were followed.
As humans, we all make mistakes from time to time, however it is not so much the mistake that ultimately
becomes the issue, but rather the manner in which that mistake is dealt with. On Sunday, one aircraft taxied its
wingtip into the wingtip of another parked aircraft, no doubt unintentionally. However, the intrepid pilot then
failed to successfully track down the owner of the parked aircraft and inform him of the occurrence and offer
some apology. This does bring into question the whole debate/matter of ethics and integrity if the pilot was
aware of what had occurred, but if he was unaware of what had occurred, that must then raise the question of
situational awareness.
The point above gives rise to the whole issue of conducting a thorough pre-flight check, to discover what may
potentially make the intended flight, a non-starter. On a personal note: recently a smallish stone had become
lodged in the gap between the horizontal stabiliser and elevator of my aircraft potentially restricting full and free
movement of the control surface. One can only speculate as to the potential problems that may have caused if it
was not detected timeously. The incident was certainly a vital reminder to me of just how important a thorough
pre-flight check really is.

First Rule of Flying: Make sure your landings equal your take-offs.
Issy calls El Al to book a flight. The operator asks, "How many people are flying with you?"
Issy replies, "Oi vey, I don't know! It’s your plane!"
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MORE NEWS FROM EAST COAST EAA CHAPTER 1502 - by Craig Ralphs, Chairman
Sunday, 5 June 2011 saw a combined EAA, MISASA, MG and Lotus 7 Car Club breakfast held at Richmond Airfield in KZN on
a morning that started with clear skies and a somewhat chilly 6 degrees (well for KZN anyway) but that did not deter
anyone. Hot coffee, tea, breakfast, boerewors and chip rolls went a long way to helped take the edge off the morning chill.
There were 35 aircraft and 16 motor cars that arrived on the day with some pristine examples on display. Two stunning
vintage aircraft, namely the Tiger Moth of Derrick Holmes (ZS-DHE) and Piper Aeronca Chief (ZS-APY) of Chris Hicks made
the day for us aviators. It was wonderful to catch up with some old friends who had flown in from Kokstad and the KZN
Midlands for the morning. The owners of the cars were equally as enthusiastic to show off their pride and joys making it a
truly community event which by all accounts was enjoyed by all. The consensus was that events like this should occur more
often and we’ll be taking up the cudgels in this regard.

Bob Illsley

The Dream Team’s RV-12 - by Leon Erwee
ZU-XII code name “Se-xii” is ever so splendidly coming into her own. Housed in her very
neat hangar at Springs, she looks the quintessential trainer - and is as such being applied
by her proud owners. As per most recent feedback on this splendid craft by one of the
syndicate’s NPL student pilots: “Guys, f.... she is awesome!”- indeed the sweetest thing to
fly. She is adding up hours at quite a clip as almost half of our members are already hard at
work under the watchful eye of instructor Paul Kinsley from Springs.
She has had a few outings beyond training. Team leader Rudi Greyling’s research has been
Gerrit Lambert, one of our RV-12
builders, was the first to go solo!
instrumental in selecting the best kit plane for this job. As far as plans quality and Van’s
factory support go, the RV-12 is arguably the best and most complete all aluminium package - anywhere - most rapid
international sales supports. Ever so cost-effectively, we will hopefully all
acquire our licences and move on from there - time will tell as to future
involvement with flying or building or whatever. One thing we know: the
camaraderie getting there, the prowess developed and the joy of seeing her
lift off has left an indelible mark on all. With her operational builders
withdrawal symptoms are manifesting and some have ordered further kits.
Somewhere, sometime, pop in to see us and say hello.
Illsley
THE SAAF ASSOCIATION SILVER QUEEN COMMEMORATIVE RALLY 2011 - 2 JULY Bob
at FASK
15 Teams entered this wonderful fun event to commemorate Sir Pierre van Ryneveld and Sir Quintin
Brand’s first flight from London to Cape Town in 1920. Superb organisation, generous sponsorship by
AME with great prizes once again and trophies for all participants. A fabulous event not to be missed.

1st Place
Sidney Fryer (SAAFA) Gen. Neville Greyling,
AME sponsor, Charles Pratley & Ian Lellyett
imms

2nd Place
Neville Greyling, AME sponsor,
Paul Sabatier, Karl Jensen

3rd Place
Gen. Neville Greyling, AME sponsor,
Grant Timms & dad Jeff Timms
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ANOTHER PHENOMENAL EVENING AT THE EAA FLYING LEGENDS TALK SHOW - by Gordon Dyne
One can spend up to US$5 000 to attend a dinner where
the guest speaker is either former President George Bush
or Bill Clinton and about the same to listen to former British
Prime Minister Tony Blair. However, for only R40 or R30 if
one is an EAA member one could be present at a talk show
involving South Africa’s two most decorated Defence Force
members. What amazing value.
So it was last Thursday evening at an overflowing EAA
Auditorium at Rand Airport when the guests were Major
Arthur Walker and Lt. Col. Jaco Klopper.
Major Walker is the highest decorated member of the SA
Defence Force after being awarded the ‘Honoris Crux Gold
and Bar’. This is equivalent to winning the British Victoria
Cross twice. Unbelievable. Lt. Col. Klopper is the most
decorated man in the SADF. He was awarded four Air Force
Crosses as well as numerous other awards.
Either one of these two men would have made for a
memorable evening, but to have the two together was an
amazing privilege for the 150 or so in the aviation
knowledgeable audience.
The usual Master of Ceremonies Captain Karl Jensen is
having a well-deserved sabbatical from this rewarding but
demanding role. Jeremy had a brainwave and rang Brian
Emmenis from Capital Sounds. The ever-helpful Brian not
only happily accepted to stand in for Karl, but also
persuaded Lt. Col. Klopper who lives on the KwaZulu-Natal
South Coast to join Major Walker as a guest. Newly formed
airline Velvet Sky came to the party, sponsoring the EAA
with an air ticket and City Lodge at OR Tambo International
Airport kindly paid for Brian’s and the Colonel’s
accommodation.
So what a night we had!
Brian, who knew these men well, having served in the SADF
in the Angolan conflict in the same time period, coaxed
some wonderful stories of bravery and humour from these
two charismatic yet humble helicopter pilots. I could write
fifty pages on their incredible exploits, but suffice it to say
that autobiographies from these two men are an absolute

top priority as Brian requested. Both books would make
tremendous reading, although the average reader would
think the books were fiction, because most of the exploits
sound as if they had come straight from some ‘Boys’ Own
Stories.’ Brian in his usual enthusiastic way lost all sense of
time, although no objections were heard from the
audience and it was nearer to 23h00 than the usual
stipulated closing time of 22h00 , that Brian finally shut
down both engines and a remarkable evening sadly came
to a close. The evening rates up there with the ‘Best of the
Best’.
Enormous thanks must go to Major Walker and Lt. Col.
Klopper for their time. Of such stories heroes are made.
Brian Emmenis was a perfect substitute for Karl Jensen.
Thank you, Brian. Marvellous. One would think you were
behind a microphone every day of your life! Huge thanks
also must go and rightly so to Jeremy and Anne-Louise
Woods for the massive amount of work they put in behind
the scenes. The planning of the name tags and seat
numbers is a work of art in itself. Incidentally, we regular
attendees of the talk shows are known by our seat
numbers. I am C1.
Jeremy and Anne-Louise have asked me to thank the
following people for their assistance at the show. Brian
Appleton almost froze to death selling meal tickets. The
four musketeers comprising Coen Swart , Ronnie Alcock,
Mike Hartman and Potty Potgieter (C1-C4!) for manning
the braai and for not burning the steaks, which incidentally
were as succulent as usual. Son William Woods and Justin
Gloy for bar duty, the ever-reliable and brilliant electrician
Deena Gounden, and Sandra who stood in for Alston,
Jeremy’s Man Friday, who was on leave.
Huge thanks to Velvet Sky and to The City Lodge at OR
Tambo for their generosity.
Finally, I must also mention Edna Keuchel who is normally
at the talk shows helping where ever she can. She has not
been well. Get well soon please Edna. We all missed you.

South African Civil Aviation Technical Standards SA-CATS-OPS 91 General Operating and Flight Rules 91.04.16
STANDARD FIRST AID KIT - with thanks to Craig Ralphs, Chairman, EAA Chapter 1502 East Coast
(1) The following must be included in the first aid kit:
(a) bandage (unspecified);
(b) burns dressings (unspecified);
(c) wound dressings, large and small;
(d) adhesive tape, safety pins and scissors;
(e) small adhesive dressings;
(f) antiseptic wound cleaner;
(g) adhesive wound closures;
(h) adhesive tape;
(i) disposable resuscitation aid;
(j) simple analgesic e.g. paracetamol;
(k) anti-emetic e.g. cinnarizine;
(l) nasal decongestant;
(m) first aid handbook;
(n) splints, suitable for upper and lower limbs;
(o) gastrointestinal antacid +;
(p) anti-diarrhoeal medication e.g. loperamide +;
(q) ground/air visual signal code for use by survivors;

(q) ground/air visual signal code for use by survivors;
(r) disposable glove; and
(s) a list of contents in at least 2 languages (English
and one other). This should include information on
the effects and side-effects of drugs carried.
Notes:
1. An eye irrigator, whilst not required to be carried
in the first aid kit, should where possible, be
available for use on the ground.
2. + indicates aircraft with more than 9 passenger
seats installed.
(2) Unless the standard first aid kit is clearly visible,
its location must be indicated by a placard or sign,
and appropriate symbols may be used to supplement
the placard or sign.
(3) An owner or operator must ensure that the
standard first aid kit is readily accessible for use.
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THE C-WOLF PROJECT: First Instalment - by Wolf Vormbaum
As my fellow our 322 Chapter members are aware I designed and have started building a four place
amphibious bush plane. It will be manufactured from the latest composite materials and will be powered by a
diesel engine of 250HP. The build number was issued in June 2008 and building commenced in September of
that year.
The design criteria at the outset were as follows:
Stall speed of less than 40 kts
Useable weight of 1 000 lbs
Short field ability
Good visibility 270 degrees
Cruise speed of 120 kts
The resulting aircraft which fulfilled all these criteria looks like this and has the following specifications:
Wing span:
11.83 m
Overall length:
8.54 m
Empty weight:
800 kg
Useable weight:
460 kg
Stall speed:
39 kts
Cruising speed:
120 kts
VNE:
178 kts
Take-off distance 50ft obstacle - no flap 276 m
Landing distance 50ft obstacle
330 m
Maximum rate of climb
1 200 ft/min
First order of business was to source a suitable boat hull to use as a basis for the bottom of the fuselage. After
some research I decided on a Yamaha Waverider jet ski because of its directional stability as well as its ability
to take rough water. According to the calculations the spray during water landings would be excessive unless
modifications were affected to the hull. I managed to hire an empty hull for the fuselage and started the
modifications. The hull was widened by 120 mm per side and lengthened by 300 mm with additional strakes
being added along the bottom. This modification in conjunction with the floatation of the pontoons (two
smaller Sea Doo hulls) has reduced the spray to acceptable levels. The smaller Sea Doo hull I purchased needs
to be cut down the middle to create the step and then tapered to the ends to reduce the buoyancy at the
stern.
Justin Gloy who joined EAA 322
after a Young Eagles experience,
has flown with many of us. At the
Newcastle Airshow on 4 June, he
was introduced to Colonel P.K.
Gaelesiwe of the SAAF Aviation
Awareness Programme. Justin has
since jogged with the Colonel and
has been invited for SAAF pilot
selection, pending his matric results. This is akin to
winning the lottery. We are watching this potential
fairytale YE story with great expectations!
Archie Kemp at
the airshow
with play-acting
combatants
from the
Anglo-Boer War.
An interesting
addition to any
show as a crowdpuller!

1
The Alldays fly-in on 18 June was a blast. Don’t miss it next
year. 1. Tower specially built for the event. 2. Rare game such
as this tame cerval was on show. 3. Entabeni near
Potgietersrust on the way to the fly-in with cloudless skies.
2

3
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Hi Karl, I’m a new member of the SACAA Steering Committee which will be getting together to discuss,
amongst other things, suggested theme, guest speakers and subject matter for the next (5th), SACAA Safety
Seminar. I’m appealing to you and your members to put forward any suggestions in this regard so that I can
take them to the committee for consideration and evaluation. My personal take on this is that the Safety
Committee should take notice of what the industry considers as important in this regard.
Hopefully, serious consideration will be taken of your suggestions.
Kind regards
Robert DB Purkiss
Inspector: Air Traffic Services
Air Safety Infrastructure - South African Civil Aviation Authority

EAA OF SOUTH AFRICA NATIONAL COUNCIL MEETING
SAT 09 JULY 09H00 AT THE EAA AUDITORIUM, RAND
AIRPORT
JULY 14 - EAA FLYING LEGENDS TALK SHOW - EAA AUDITORIUM, RAND AIRPORT
Guest: Felix van Rensburg, World War II Spitfire Pilot

Interviewer: Eon de Vos (a legend himself).

Reservation is essential as seating is limited. Contact Anne-Louise Woods admin2.woods@icon.co.za Tel. 011 888 8495

JULY 15-17 NYLSTROOM VLIEGKLUB
THE WEEKEND WILL BE BAGS OF FUN WITH
SPOT LANDING FUN COMPETITION,
AVIATION VENDORS. FOOD STALLS
AT MANY B&Bs IN TOWN, CAMPING AT
SKYDIVERS CLUBHOUSE, AVGAS AND
AS WONDERBOOM, KEROSENE ON REQUEST

EAA TAILDRAGGER WEEKEND
DAWN PATROL, BONFIRE BRAAIS
YOUNG EAGLES, CAREER TALKS,
AND MORE. ACCOMMODATION
THE AIRFIELD, BUNK BEDS AT THE
MOGAS AT ABOUT THE SAME PRICE
AND MAYBE BEER TOO - BE THERE!

This fly-in and annual convention includes the AGM of EAA National
Further details on Page 4

CONTACT is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was happily compiled by Karl Jensen and edited
by Trixie Heron 4 July 2011. All contributions gratefully received from all Chapters and members. Please
submit material before the last Wednesday in the month to editor@afskies.co.za or karlpix@icon.co.za
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